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Demand by time of day, painful.

Rydal GP, charts by PA Navigator





Is it urgent?
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Measuring what matters

Bourne Galletly MP, charts by PA Navigator

”It works, it ensures 
that those who really 

need to see a GP do so 
on the day.”

Patient on NHS Choices



Digital is for improvement not for digitising



Change of operating system to demand led



The demand led GP operating system



askmyGP explores symptoms to give a 

structured report, eg “chest infection”



The patient reviews the history & sends.

GP can now make fully informed decision.



Given good service, patients love digital



Patients are submitting in working hours, 

well spread compared with telephone rush



73% of users want help from anyone, 

27% ask for a named GP, 10% most popular.



24,018 demands, 5,621 symptoms entered resolve 

into 329 different groups (and counting)



Zooming in to the top ten



All ages are using it, 0 to 102 years old



Some feedback left online…

This seems like a good 

way not having to explain 

your private symptoms to 

the receptionist.

I like this; I don't have a lot 

of time to wait on the phone 

so would prefer to deal 

online. I can see myself 

using this all the time now.

Easier to manage 

with a toddler

I used this system 

because of the delay in 

a telephone call to the 

surgery taking a long 

time to answer.

I felt as if it asked a lot of 

questions, some didn't 

appear to me as a lay 

person to be relevant

Used because of difficulty 

contacting practice while I 

am at work. It is not always 

convenient to discuss 

personal issues.



Patient feedback strongly positive



• Workload much 
easier.

• More time for 
patients& 
paperwork.

Reduced pressure 
during the day job, 

have actually left the 
building on time!

• Patients seem happier with the 
new system.

• Patients are seen on the same 
day so no waits and no DNAs.

I do believe that it has taken a lot of 
pressure off staff at main reception 
who are normally getting abused 

because patients have had to wait so 
long on a routine appt.

Yes we can now meet demand; the 
stresses on GPs and staff have reduced 

and patients don't wait

GPs and staff say…

This has created a 

paradigm shift in 

workload and attitude



Familiar?


